
MEMORANDUM 

September 11, 2019 

SUBJ:  PROPOSAL FOR VOTE REGARDING NVWF COMMITMENTS TO PURSUE PURCHASES OF MATS 

Ref: (a) NVWF proposal presented by Mike Gingras to purchase mats at the August 2019 meeting 

 

PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION 

This proposal is presented for vote by the NVWF league to establish and “lock-in” commitments by the 

league to pursue efforts to purchase mats designed with the appearance of having a “big-mat” look and 

feel similar to the design used nation-wide at all other high school, college, and youth wrestling 

tournaments.  

The vote being presented for the NVWF league is to set aside financial resources in escrow separate 

from the normal bank account for the future purchase of league mats. Such funds would be unavailable 

for expenditure by any one person or the NVWF executive staff. Such funds would only be authorized 

for expenditure for the purchase of mats and released for such purchase upon majority vote at a league 

meeting by the board of directors comprised of one representative from each club.  

As part of the vote, a committee would be established to develop detailed plans and logistics to address 

options and implementation plans for consideration by the entire league at a future meeting. Ample 

time for reviewing such plans would be required before purchases are authorized. The NVWF league will 

appoint a lead person for this committee responsible for spending time to collect facts, information, and 

meeting with committee members regularly to assemble information in a manner upon which the 

NVWF league may understand at a top level and detailed level for purposes of gaining confidence in 

executing such plan.  

 

BACKGROUND 

The NVWF has been established since the 1960’s for the purpose of promoting and maintaining youth 

wrestling in the state of Virginia. The league is comprised of 30-plus clubs located throughout the 

northern Virginia area of multiple counties with a wide geographic coverage. Club interests have evolved 

over the years albeit the principal focus of the NVWF on novice wrestlers.  

With that said, many clubs have been seeking opportunities to have kids wrestle on mats that have a 

look and feel similar to the national standard involving a visible out-of-bounds circle. As a result, some 

clubs have left the NVWF to join other leagues with this feature even if it means that parents are in a 

gym for a greater amount of time to complete matches. Other clubs have been created (mostly for 

advanced wrestlers) specifically to compete in open tournaments or other leagues with the big-mat look 

and feel. Some clubs remain split by having novice and younger kids wrestle in NVWF while another 

portion of their clubs compete in open events.  

Safety has also become a concern. The format used for NVWF appears to lend itself very well to younger 

and smaller wrestlers that don’t require lots of space. However, older stronger and bigger wrestlers 

have tendencies to quickly go out of bounds, bang into tables, land in areas occupied by other matches, 



or fall off the edge of the mats onto the floor surfaces. Preliminary evaluations by Mike Gingras at the 

August 2019 league meeting showed a basic design that encompassed a minimum circle size along with 

mat space between the circle edge and the edge of actual mat allowing a safety margin or boundary 

area similar to high school. The basic design appears to reasonably fit eight circles in a large gymnasium. 

Preliminary conversations initiated by Mike Gingras and Bill Marck with adult referee associations in 

northern Virginia suggest that adult referees “paid refs” would be willing to support and referee NVWF 

youth tournaments if there was a circle with minimum safety standards previously outlined. Some clubs 

appear to like the idea of having professional referees. And, although this is not a mandatory aspect of 

this proposal, it does present options that were previously not available.  

There is an additional benefit of NVWF owning its own mats. The NVWF would be able to select host 

dates for tournaments independent of when high schools host their own tournaments or when high 

schools have three mats available at their schools. Traditionally, most high schools only have two mats. 

One of those mats is typically the traditional three section Resilite foam mats. The other mat is typically 

the seven section roll up mat. When high schools need extra mats to host high school events, they 

typically contact the county schools administrator to transport mats from their central storage facility. 

The reason this is important is because the NVFW traditionally uses three mats to align in a specialized 

pattern with an isle down the center. Clubs have to regularly contact their high school wrestling coaches 

to identify the season schedule and additionally identify when three or more mats may be available. If 

NVWF owned its own mats, all of these dependencies are eliminated immediately.  

 

KEY POINTS 

In order to adequately address the many details, logistics, and planning activities required to 

successfully construct an implementation plan involving the acquisition, storage, and management of 

NVWF custom mats, a tremendous amount of time, energy, and commitment by committee members 

would be required to construct such a plan over many months. No person wants to spend such time and 

efforts if there is a likelihood of the decision being overturned on a capricious change of direction, 

especially since the research and planning would be conducted by volunteers.  

Therefore, it is necessary to have the NVWF vote on the strategic direction of purchasing mats and 

setting aside such resources as described so to guarantee the greatest success in addressing all possible 

aspects of the matter.  

 

CONTACT 

Points of contact for this proposal are:  

• William Marck, NVWF Secretary, wrestling@dullesyouth.com  

• Mike Gingras, NVWF Commissioner, nvwf01@gmail.com 
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